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The Arts & Cognitive Growth
are demonstrated by . . .

• The perception of relationships.
• An attention to nuance.
• The perspective that problems can have
multiple solutions and questions can
have multiple answers.
• The ability to shift goals in process.
• The permission to make decisions in the
absence of a rule.
• The use of imagination as the source of
content.
• The acceptance of operating within
constraints
• The ability to see the world from an
aesthetic perspective. --Elliot Eisner

The P rincess
& the Pizza

An important part of the BTSALP
program is informing and
involving parents and community
members in the creative learning
process of the students.

Oakwood
Art Night
“Colorful Explosion”
watercolor collage
Students used different watercolor techniques,
such as sprinkled salt and dropped alcohol blotted
with tissue paper, to make the textured triangles.
Triangles were then fitted together and glued to the
canvas.

“Love in Flight”
paper mosaic
This piece was created by taking graduated colors
of pink card stock butterfly die cuts and arranging
them in the shape of a heart with one end of the
heart flying away. The butterflies are attached to
canvas with glue.
“Waves in the Bay”
watercolor collage
Students imagined the ocean and used watercolor paints to mimic
the colors. They applied salt crystals to give the water a realistic
texture. Their ocean paintings were used as the “fabric” for this
modern rendition of a traditional quilt pattern. Sea creatures
rise from the depths of their imaginations to swim across their
masterpiece.

Oakwood Owl Collaborative
Watercolor Project

Famous tap dancer, choreographer, and actor
Savion Glover is the epitome of a living legend.
Born in 1973, the tapping marvel has graced the
stage since childhood. He set a record as the
youngest person ever to receive a scholarship in
the Newark Community School of the Arts. Before
he was a teenager, Savion made his mark starring
in the leading role in the Broadway musical The Tap
Dance Kid.
Savion Glover developed his own dancing style
he dubbed “free style hard core.” The Tony Award
winning dancer eventually worked with dancing
greats Gregory Hines and Sammy Davis, Jr. Among
his credits are starring roles in major motion pictures like “Jelly’s Last Jam”, a role for which
he made history as the youngest ever recipient of a National Endowment for the Arts grant.
Glover was made known to the younger generation with recurring appearances on “Sesame
Street.” He also holds the credit as the live captured dancing motion behind Mumble the
penguin in the Disney film “Happy Feet.”
Glover’s quick steps and amazing rhythms
continue to influence the lives of young
people. His production company tours schools
across the country, spreading enthusiasm for
tap dancing and cementing his place in history.

On December 15, 2015 BTSALP partnered
with Kingsbury Hall to bring performance
and Professional Development opportunities,
featuring dancer extraordinaire Savion Glover,
to the BTSALP students in the Salt Lake City
School Distrct.

The house was packed!

